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THE YOU INSIDE OF YOU The world's foremost producer of personal development and
motivational audio programs now presents the key to spiritual understanding and personal
fulfillment. Why are you here? What do you really need? How can you get it? Inside you there's a
"you" who knows the answers to these questions -- a "higher self" that resides in each of us that is
naturally boundless, totally intelligent and completely free. In this revolutionary audio program, Dr.
Deepak Chopra, author of the bestsellers Perfect Health, Quantum Healing and Ageless Body,
Timeless Mind combines modern science and ancient spirituality to show you how to reach your
higher self and its empowering source of intelligence that will help you: * Eliminate fear, judgement
and other obstacles to spiritual growth * Utilize your intuitive healing ability * Experience an
increased sense of self-worth By learning to balance the material, psychological and spiritual levels
of your being, you'll become a more peaceful, harmonious, whole person in everything you do.
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A very metaphysical treaty or focus on usual self-help issues. It is a welcomed fresh approach using
the latest scientific facts. One thing that gladly surprised me is that Dr. Chopra seems to understand
and use well the concepts of quantum mechanics and field theory to base his hipothesis about the
self, also borrowed heavily from hinduism. It is a powerful blend, and the limitless power it promises
almost seems attainable. A very nice treaty and a break away from the crowd, although, sometimes

the very same newness of these concepts (at least for me) gave me a little, somewhat bizarre taste
of my experience of the world around me. I think this book is not ideal to go about in one sitting, it is
very deep and better enjoyed in spaced listenings.

I bought this tape when it was first published. And at that time, while I was in the process of
"searching", I did not fully understand the concept(s) that Deepak Chopra was explaining. However,
since then I have read and listened to other books / CDs by Deepak Chopra, Wayne Dyer, Caroline
Mysse etc. This morning on the way to work, I listened with new "ears" to this tape and find it to be a
good supplement/reinforcement to "Creating Affluence", "The Seven Spiritual Laws of Success",
"The Way of the Wizard", "Manifest Your Destiny", "The Power of Intention" and "Ask And You Shall
Receive".I am ordering the CD and will record it on my ipod so that I can listen to it whenever and
wherever I am.

I was given this publication by a friend. At that time it consisted of a set of 12 tapes in a cassette
format. I was somewhat disappointed in the CD version because much of the information was
deleted. It really helped me through a pretty depressing period of my life journey. Over the years I've
shared the tapes with other individuals. Some also found the information mutually beneficial.
Thanks....
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